Comfy Mapleton ﬁts in town or country
conversation bar rims tub, dual vanity, shower and enthe boundary side of a closed toilet.
long work island with
Associated Designs is the origiThe shingle-clad MaPLAN 30-506
nal source for the Mapleton 30-506.
pleton has a Craftsman First Floor 1323 sq.ft. a built-in cooktop.
The
Mapleton’s For more information or to view
cottage look. It’s easy
Second Floor 985 sq.ft.
kitchen has a raised other designs, visit www.Associated
to picture this home nes633 sq.ft. eating bar as well. Designs.com or call 800-634-0123.
tled in a grove of tall oak Studio
trees, but it would blend Living Area 2941 sq.ft. Working at the kitchen
into a suburban neigh- Garage
793 sq.ft. sink, you face across it
borhood just as nicely.
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38'x49' into the window-bright
Owners’
One of its most no- Garage Dimen. 26'x32' dining bay. Counters
Suite
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and cupboards are in
table features is an
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step-in pantry adds still
porch
that
wraps
more storage space.
around three sides of
Three bedrooms and two baththe home. Outdoor lovers will apDn
preciate this feature, whether the rooms are upstairs. Owners’ suite
sky is filled with sunshine, clouds, amenities include a walk-in closet
rain or snow. Add gates front and and a skylit bathroom with a spa
Bedroom
11'8" x 11'6"
back to create a secure play area
for toddlers and small pets.
Dn
Bedroom
Two large, interconnected
11' x 12'
rooms fill the front, linked by
French double doors. The room
Studio
Patio
closest to the street could be outfit25' x 23'
21'4" x 12'8"
ted as a home office, guest room,
parlor, or whatever suits. It has a
Dining
13' x 10'8"
closet and direct bathroom access,
complete with shower.
Vaulted
A woodstove sits near the enLiving
17'2" x 15'8"
Kitchen
trance to the gathering room. Walk
14'10" x 13'4"
Up
around it to the right, and you pass
along a short hallway to the kitchMud Hall
Up
en. Laundry appliances hide beEntry
hind folding doors on the left side
of the hall.
Gathering
Room
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Garage
left is the stairway to the second
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Parlor/
Guest Suite
floor, and past that a skylit and
17' x 15'
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Covered Porch
vaulted living room, open to a large
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kitchen and bayed dining area. A
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